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Duiing the past months We. have seen a new wave of protest over the Iow level.
of Writing proficiency exhibited by high school and collegestolents. We have been
deluged by rePorts commentaries, and news articlee, allattempting to identify
reasons why."Johnny Can't Write:" .Some reports suggest that the problem exists
as,a result of inadequacies.in the training of teachers in rhetorical theory and
ite practical application-. Others point to the misapplication Of-the spirit of the
Dartmouth Conference ai evidenced in texts published during-the 60's and 70's in
which one found' more gegtalt therapy than practical advice on achieving clarity and
precision in written discourse. And finally, some-suggest tht students have been
led to believe, by well-meaning teachers, that the written woI is no longer viable
in Our "electronic age."

Many of'us are concerned about the type ofyriting instruction students,receive
t.in elementary and secondary schools. We have a responsibility to evaluate our-

programs of instruction fw teaching.majors in English and to'exert more influence
an our state dePartments of-education in the.certiffcatido of teachers. But we
must also be concerned about "Johnny After the Fall." We inust deal with students
who are already in college andtexhibit-serious weaknesses in reading and mTiting-
skills, who fail their.coliege'history or'psychology course*.because they.cannot
comprehend the text, and who fail examinatisns because the professor requires essay
responses.

Students attending fhe University of Nebraska-at Omaha come primariiy:from city-
and suburban schools 01 Omaha. The majority of these students ari,graduates of
three separate educational systems: the Omaha Public School District, Omaha Catholic
schools, and suburban.school districts.- The curriculum in English in these school
systems, although differing Ln subjects and methods of presentation,-tan.be'
characterized as having literature rather than language and composition as the
focus. The Omaha Public.School's Special Interest English program, ilthough"an
attractive curriculum.of mini-courses on topics in literature of particular intereet
to high schdol students, includes only a few courses which relate to composition or'
language study. Although a number of the mini-couraes require students to create
written projects and reports, in practice, formal instruction in linguiatic and
rhetorical principles of written communication is determined frequently, by the
intdrest of individual instructors. In high school's where the English faculty must
teach 125-150 students, the only iustruction students often receive in writing isi,
a hastily scribbled note of commendation or condemnation. -

Most of the students attending UNO (especially those between 18 and 25),,
received little or no training in writing during their high school years. In fact,
-many students in our writing program have indicated that the only.formal instructiOn
in composition they received was in elementary or jUnior high. school.

r, -

c.
Two years ago the Department of English at UNO undertook an'extensive eXamina:

tion of its freshman composition program. As a result of'this study, the Department
developed,tis part of its freshman English course,:an.individualized, self -pated
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program in'writing. The program was designed to enable the English Department to
deal more effectively with the writing problems of students attending our University.
I do not sumest that the program to be describtd should be imitated, since we
developed Aro-reflect the philosophy-of our faculty and to address the particular
needs of the students attending our open admission; urban university. My purpose is:
Iirst, to indicate the areas of concern identified in our study of the composition .

course we have traditionally offered; second, to discuss the principles upon which
we based our indiVidualized program in writing; third, to describe the research,
planning,' and procedures inyolved, in the development of our individualized writing
program; and finafly, to provide an evaluation of our wprk in,indtvidualized
instruction as of May, 1976.

AREAS OF CONCERN IN TRADITIONAL INSTRUCTION . 1111b

Our study of our traditional composition course identified the following areas
of concern:

(1) Traditional placement procedures (ACT,.. SAT),did not reflect writing
ability since these tests_are prognostic rather than diagnostic.

(2) The course syllabus was vague and did not describe levels of competence'
for grading purposes.

(3) Although the syllabus for thc course was predicated onithe :assumption
that all students in the course had the same writing aPilities amid
disabilities, experienced teachers knew ihat the twenty-five students in
eapt section ofgthe course represented twenty-five sets of writing
prbblems. And because of the lecture-discussion format octhe cogrse,
instructors did not have the time to deal with individual writing-

4

problems.
(4) Instruction students received was not sequential. The course was often

a hodgepodge of unrelated units of instruction, offering band-aids for
existing problems rather than systematic writing instruction.

(5) The'courss made no provision for screening students with seripus reading
problems.

(6) Students' axtitude toward the course was one of quiet desperation or open
rebellion. The slow student was often frustrated by his lack of progress,
and the more advanced student was not allowed tO move at his own rate.

BASIC. PRINCIPLES OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

As a result of our study, we established the'following principles upon which
we developed our individualized, self-paced ta-iting program:

(1) Placement must be deteriained by a writing sample rather than by a score
on an objective examination since only a writing,sample will indicate
specific strengths and weaknesses in students' work.,

(2) The syllabus for the course must clearly.debcribe what students should ,

be able to do in.order to achieve certain grades. -

(3) Since students display a variety of.levels of.vroficiency In writing, the
course must provide a number of individual Oograms of study, thus
enabling the Department to tailor a student's course work to the student'f..;
individual needi. ;

(4) The program of instruction must be Sequential: skills /earned in one
unit of instruction should be applied in tll other units.

(5) StudenFith serious readipg Problems:must enroll in the Department's
Reading Iimprovement course before:being allowed to register for English,

Composition.

4IPS
(6) Students must ho allowed to work at, their own pace for a reasonable t e

to complete program requirements.

3
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RESEARCH, PLANNING, AND PROCEDURES

Pilot Project

In.the fall of 1975, we developed a pilot project as a melons of testing the
feasibility of individualized, self-paced instruction. Seventy-five students took
part in this project. At random, we selected three composition sections, and these
students, representing a wise range of abilities, received individualized instruction.
We hoped to determine whether individualized instruction is more effective than
traditional classroom instruction in,bringing students to a minimum level of competency
in writing. Although we have not yet completed a thorough.evaluation of the data
generated from our-pilot project, the reaction of students and faculty (especially
faculty in departments other than English) was so.encouraging that we expanded the

_individualized program to include 300 students in the spring semester of 1976. And
in the fall of 1976, an individualized, self-paced program in writing replaced the
elementary composition course.

The term individualized instruction has numerous connotations. As we use the
term, individualized instruction means: (1) that each student.is tested to determine
his present writing skills; (2) that each stUdent is assigned toa specifically
designed instructional prograt and progreSsas.at b1s own_pace within-a reasonable
period of time; (3) that each student'i instructional program is modified throughout
the time he is enrolled in the individualized'portion of the Composition course;
(4) that each student is assigned to a small.group (3-4 students) which meets at
least three times a week, thus insuring e Ch student at least 45 minutes direct
contact with an Instructional Assistant. What will follow is'a desCription of the
individualized program in writing We hay developed apd.the modifications we have,

,made in our freshman course.
f

Diagnostic Testing

. ,

One of the.first changes-we made in our program was to eliminate the use of .

ACT scores Tfor'placement.,.We have learned through experience that ACT scoreaoften
do not accurately reflect a student's writing ability. Examinations like ACT
,evaluate a student's abilities to'select the most effective or accurate expression
from a group-dUresponses, but that skill does.not guarantee that a student can
generate particularly effective sentences or logical, well-organized paragraphs.
Since the ACT examination .is prognostic rather than diagnostic, we were.forced to
.develop a diagnostic examination for placing students in individualized programs of
instruction. .

We developed a two part diagnostic eXamination.. 'In thefirst part, students
read a brief essay and write a summariabout-one-fourth the length of the origihal.
We'use a Scoring sheet for recording specific writing problems identified in the
students' summaries:.word forms, sentence structure, punctuation, diction, spelling,
coherence, and organiiaticin., Placement.within the indiVidualized program is based-

on tbe ktnd and frequency og error.
,

The second part of 4 diagndstic examination is a reading test (Nelson-Denny

Form C)... If Akstuddnes comprehension sCore is1-.ow and hiawritien examination
exhibits serialis problems, WO refer the student.to'the reading center for further /

testing. If the stVent, practice,-doesAave serious reading problems, he is
not.allowed to takethe cothposition course unt21.bis reading'skillsimprove to a
point which will enable him, to comprehend materials used in the writing course.

11,

0.
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Wehave required a minimuia level of proficiency in reading for entrance into
our composition course because many students fail composition courses as a r.:ult
of serious'reading problems. Of the'300 studeneO we tested at the beginni .f the
spring semester in 1976, 20% had scores below the 20%-ile (or, these'stailas were
reading at or below seventh grade level). Of.the 20%, half were readin or below
third grade level. A writing program which requires considerable reading must
develop procedures to iaentify ppor readers and to"provide the professional help
they need, thus allowing the department to instruct better qualified students who
can benefit froM the prbgram of instruction in writing. For students required to
take the reading course, entry into the composition course is delayed, but they
have been assigned to a program that addresses ,their problems:.

Placement
4

Our freshman writing course (English Compos tion) grants three or six hours of
credit, depending on a student's placement and the time spent in the courie. The
course is composed of five levels of instruction. Each level constitutes 7 1/2 weeks
of study. The number of levels i student must complete.depends on his placement ,

and on his improvement in the cburse. - .

Level One'(Individualized Instruction)
Students beginning at this level of instruction study (a) basic principles
related to word forms, sentences, punctuation, spelling, and vocabulary; and
(b) aPplication of these principles to writing.

Level Two (Individualized Instruction)
Instruction focuses on (a) reading and writing skills involved in the development
of summaries of'assigned readings; and (b) conceptual and organizational ikills
associated with paragraph development.

# Level Thrte (Indiiridualized.Instruction)
At this 16e1 students study (a) skills used in developing single and multiple

I. paragraph responses to essay questions basekon readings from.textbooks and
journals in various-academic disciplines; and (b) the fundamental concepts
invOlved in developing "research" themes.

,Level Four (Classroom Instruction)
Students at this level of instruction develop exp ositOry essays based on
assigned readings. Instruction includes the study and application of the
following rhetorical principles: seletibn and investigation of topics,
-logical processes of developmgnt, organizational patterns, and style.

Level Five (Classroom Instruction).
Stud; exAlore the investigative, organizational, and stylistic principles
related to ehe development of topics requiring library research.

A student's score on the diagnostic examjnation.determines the level at which
he will begin.and the hours of credit'he may earn. Placement at Levels One, Two, or
Three indicates that.the student will normally spend two semesters in English
Composition fqrsix hours credit and that some.or all a( his instruction will be
individualized. Depending on a student's prog*ess, he Will exit'the course at the

. end of Level Three, Four, or Fj*e. All studdnts.must at least complete Level 7

Three, the point of minimdm proficiency in the course. Placement at Level Four

means that the student wift spend one semester in the coutse,for three hours
......./' credit in a classroom mode of instruction. The student will.exit the course after

'a
.completing.Level Five.

)
I(
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The individualized program ilses a series of materials developed by Mary Lou .-

Cot1in, a teacher at Cuyahoga Community.College in Cleveland, Ohio:and supplemental
ma erials developed at.UNO. The units of instruction include: (1) Writing Skills
MOauli; (2) Sumbary Module; (3)iParagraph-Module; -(4) Essay-Test Module; and, (5),

Theme Module.

(1) Writing Skills Module -

This unit of pastruction is divided into 40 writing skills tasks. Each
task, such as fok6ing nouh possessives or parallelism,.has the following
format: (a) an introduction.to the writing skill; (b) an explanation of
the skill .ro be mastered; (c) a review of the task's content; and (d) ap
application of the skill injwriting. The tasks are seqUenced in a logical
form--words, sentences, punctuation.

(2) Summary Module .

This module requireS the student to develop sumaries based on brief
artic/es. The student must demonstrate the ability to summarize the content(
(including controlling idea, major points, supporting details) in pare-
graph,,dich maintains the essential organization of the original article.

(3) Paragraph Module
This module buq.ds on the skills learned in the Summary Module. ,In the .

Summary Module the student learned hox4 to Organize and de/elop'a paragraph
communicating another's ideas; in the Paragraph Module the student writes
a similar'paragraph communicating his own ideas on a partiCular topic.,

(4) Essay-Test ,Module
This unit of instruction is related to the previous module and builds upon
skills acquired in previous units of instruction. Students are required
pto read.excerpts taken from college-level texts in history, lapguige and
literature, behavioral sciences, scienCe, and business and cateers.
Students must develop paragraph responses to questions concerning the

.subject matTer theyhave read. Skills acquired in the.Paragraph and
,Summary Modules are utilized in a situation which is quite realistic,for
most s dents, especially if the-students are taking courses which require
essay esponses to test. questions.

'

In the kecond part of this module, students answer questions in multiple
Teragraph reaponses. The questions'are designed in such a way,that
students not only inist understand the information contained in the essay,
but also mustdbe able to draw inferences to be applied to a'situation
outside the limited-subject area of the article.

(5) Theme Module `3

The Theme Module, like all other modules, builds upon the sk ls the student
has acquired in previous units of instruction. In the Theme Module, the
final unitin the individualized program, the student must develop multiple
paragraph themes requiring researcl; based on readings in the module
casebooks. In all of these modules, the student must continpe t8 demonstrate .
proficiency in writing skills.

-

Individualized Programs of Instruction

When.a student enters the course, his program of instruction,is determined byy
his score on the diagnostic examination. We provide. six programs of instrucZion for

stuaents n the individualized program. During the firat meeting between the
student-and the instructor, thé,student)is given his iritiVidualized tourse of study.

,,Program One is desi ned for students who have severe problems in word forms and

sentence structu Although theas udent working in Program One spends more time in

6
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the course than otherystudents, he will receive the kind of help that addresses
his partitulat needs. A student assigned to Program One will spend 3-4 weeks in
the Writing Skills-Module; he will normally spend more time in each M`odule-than
students in other i>rograms. Students assigned to Programs One or Two will usually

.take two semesters-to complete ihe course requirements. a

.

Students assigned to Program Six usually have few writing skills and summa ry
problems; therefore, most oi the students' time is spent in the Paragraph, Essay-Test,
and Theme Modules since students in this Program'usually have organizational and 4....

thesis development problems. Most students assigned to this program will.complete
.

the individualized part of the course in 15 weeks or less. Individualized_instruction
implies

it

hat students will move through the progrant assignMents at different rates.
The pro ram assignments are meant only as guides. A student might continue work.ing
in a particular-module for a semeater iF he fails to meet minimum achievetent
standards. .

.

Instructional Routine
,

.

The student's program of instruction is supervised by the staff of the
Individualized Learning Center. The Director has the respqnsibklity for administering
and scoring diagnostic examinations, schedaling students for individualized "4
%instruction sessicins, and supervising the day-to-day operation of the program.
'Students in the individualized program meet a minimum of three times a week in groups
of three or fours with an Instructional Asslistant* (a trained para-professional) for
one hour each session. During each session, the Instructional Assistant checks the
studentls work and makes assignments, including optional tasks, based orceach
student's indil:ridual prbgram of study and specific recommendat444 of the instructor.
The procedure of assessing each student's performance and assigning specific course
materials to femedy each student's individuakskills problems is one of the major
features of individualized instruction in writing.

.

. . .

cs it'

In our program, the itgtructoe is assigned the responsibility of superv sing

lik
all aspects of the student's progr in the program. ' The instructor, norma ly
assigned 72 students, reyiews the a gnments Completed by the student eaah ieek,
comments on the student's work, and makes recommendations on,posttesting. Wien
the instructor believes the student has progressed sufficiently to take a.mo gle
pbsttest, the student takes the test and the instructor grades it. The in t4uctor
is also 'responsible for-rda-termining tWe'student's final grade in the pr9kram .

ProficiencylTesting and GrZaing
,

R
Our'indiv dualized, self-paced program.in vriting is.tompetency based; that is,'

..
all unitS4bf i struction, except the Writing Skills Module; require students to meet
a leveltf,pro iciency, before moving on to new objectives. ProficienCy irr writing.
skills '(spelling, punctuation, word.forms) is not measured/in isblation, by having
student-s- complete exercises in workbooks, but by studenruse of writing skills,in

,

. ' ', -
. . _____.../

. s,/

i-

*Instru tional Assistants are of three types: undergraduate seniors who have .been
'recomm4e by English.Department.faculty, Graduate Assistants in the Department of
English, aidinc1viduà1s holding a akor MA in English. Those applicants selected
for staff. ositions are required to.take part in a two week training period .hefore
the semester begins and'to attend weekly in-service,meetings.
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required paragraph and multiple paragraph assignments. 'Every unit of instruction
iifthe program' has its own objectives at the outset of the unit. A student has
time to masfer those objectives', and when it A' determined that he is
ready to take his unit test, he is informed that his grade will be determined.by..
the number and kind of errorA'id unit objectives.

Minimum Proficiency

All students who exit the course after Level Three and any students who pass
out of the course-after Levels Four or Five With a Grade of'C or D/are identified as
.having adhieVed minimum proficiency in the course.. These scudents, therefore, are
required to take.and pads a proficiency examination during the semester before the
semester of graduation. If a student does not still demondtrate a minimum level

, of proficiency, he maust enroll in and pass the cdurse Eriglish Composition: Review.
This new policy is'subject to the approval of each college in the Unive'raity. So
far, three colleges have approved this requirement. Our .Department's stand is'that
students graduating from our University must demonstrate proficiency in reading and
writing.' We have had strong support from,many departments and colleges within the
University. ,

We believe that individualized, self-paced instruction is the most eff'ective
method of teaching the basic principles of written_communication. ,Eventhough
there are many ways in which an individualized program could be administeredt we
believe that it must have at least the following fektures;" (1) a diagnostic writing
sample for pre-testing; (0 provision's for identgying students with serioud reading
problems and a referral prodeaure for placing these students in a reading program
before enrolling in the writing program; (3) multiple courses of study for
developing various levels of competence; and (4) a competency-based syste4 'for
evaluating studenX performance. I,

e
-;

Alternative Instructionhiiprocedures

Individualized instructiori is based on the principle,that students learn at -

different rates and require different kinds of.instruction basea on their individua
needs.e1le bdlieve an individualized program also must recognizethat students
learned in different ways. ,The printed materials used in our course are effective
for many students, yet some students need td'be presented course materials in '

various ways for adequate understanding. 1Gur Department ia_developing alternative
instructional procedures to 'present partiduiarly difficult skills. We have
developed a num&rdf printed supplements to regularcourse materials. This fall
faculty member are developing a video-tape libi'ary of brief predentations of

_

-\_ispecific skills in the program. Insi.tructors in the program will-have the option
of assigning a'presdntation on "Limiting Topic Sentences" or "Periodicai Indexes"'
to a student before he begins his next assignment. We will have the capabilify of
transmitting six to eight different lessons simultaneously to the Learning Center.

4 0 6

Dr. David Raabe at UNO has developed a serres of supplemental instructional
unit& on computer.tapg, which are presented via a video-display computer terminal in
our Irdaividualized Learning Center: Dave's humor,and humanism are both reflected
in the materfals he has created.for our program. Students who' have aifficulty with
writing skills, such'as subject-verb agreement, pronoun reference and agreement, or
punctuation, are provided.witb an enCertaining and educationally sound alternative

,.form of instrudtion. Students,' working at the video-display, unit, ate first
introduced to the princiPles involved in the skill being learned. The student is
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then quizzed over his mastery of she skill by eihg asked to supply appropr ate
responses to questions...Computerized instructi n, of _course, is o emental:
proof that ihe student has mastered a skill is demonstrated only when he can apply .

that skill in course assignments and unit evaminations. These alternate forms of
instruction provide the instructar with means.by which'he may tailor the instruction

.i.

to the individual needs of students.
.

.,

EVALUATION OF THE INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAM -.---*May, 1976

A complete evaluation ol ourindividualized proglIgia.will not be.available
until the gumMer 'of 1977. At-that time we will have' more objective data than is..
presently avaiiagle about indiyidualized instruction in composftion. At present,
,however,'we are ableto.make4some observations about our experience Ath indivi-
dualized instruCtion.

Student Atitude and Performance

Most Of.?the students'inTur individualized programhave bein.enthOsiastic
about their.eXperience because (1) they knew what was'expected of them; (2) they
knew how they were to be *aluated; (3) theywere treated as individuals rather
than as a-herd in a class; ane(4) they were able to apply thelkills in other
-classes: Some students, though, who were graded in high sEhool on attendance.and.
effort rather than their...level of.performance,.haVe expressed displeaSure with odr
competency standards.

The °Major advantage of competency standards is that our Department can certify
that students who pass our composition course.have demonstrated average or above-
average proficiency in applying principles of basic writing skills, sentence .

structure, and paragraPh development. In our preliminary investigation of how
students succeeded in other courses after taking our 96urse, we have found that the
students have continued to demonstrate proficiency in written discourse. Our most
enthusiastic suPporters have been faculty members in other departments who have
seen the resultg of our program in the writing they'require in their courses.

Number of Studeii-Failfires iii-fhe Wilting Program

. Because-student-performance is evaluated on the basis'of clearly defined
standards, some students are not able to finish the course in the two seMe'aters
allowed. We:give students two semsteø to achieve minimum tampetency. Students
who do not finish fail the course an9Vmust re-register. .We,give students.ample
time to complete minimum course feq irementS, but we will not allow students to
linger on-for-years. We do not su scribe_to the theory.that everyone must pass
the course. We will proide our-st dents with the best-educational opportunity
possible, but'we realize that some students, asfa,result of severe reeding and
writing problems; will never complete the gggrset And, since English,Composition
is a graduation requirement, the students who cannotjmss the course will never,
graduate; Compared with atrequal-armber of students.in our former composition .

program, the number of students failing has iricreased in our new writing program. '

Students, whoiin the past,were ganted crediLfor,the course because they or ed

hard or liked to write,poetry, must now demonstrate.proficiency in standa itten

English to earn a passing grade in the course.
:.

9
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.1 Asa result of our proficiency requirement in,English, we hope that area high
schools will develop cOmpetency based writing programs of their own. Students who
_plan to attend UNO must be prepared to deal with standard wrj.tten English or.to
cope wip possible failure in our 'composition prograi.

Cost of the. Individualized'Program

The cost of an.individualized prograth will vary depending on how the program
is organized and how many studenta are enrolled... To provide individualizedinstrUction
solely for.remedial students,is less costly than a,program that enrollg students
reflecting a great range of abilities. We have estimated that'between 70 and 75%
of the.students that enter our University will be required to take the individualized
part of our freshman English course. A cost analysis demonstrates that our indivi-
ualized program is more expensive than a traditional classroom course. Yet,,we "
believe that the effectiveness of out new program compensates for the increased coat.

. ;

Cost.Analysis

Fall, 1975
Traditional Classroom Course

Number of students -- 700
Staff:

(1) 8 faculty (3 hours)--$12,000
(2) 14 graduate assZstants7-21,000

, =

(3) tutoring program----s---- 6,500

. Total: $39,500

Cost per student -- $56.00

N

fall, 1976 .

Individualized Program

Number of students -- 648 ;
_Staff:

(1) 6 faculty (6 hours)-$18,000
(2) 3 graduate aesistant

instructors 4,500
(3) instructional

assistants 31 000
' Total: $53$500.

ost.per-Atudene $82.40

Most of our added costs arise from the addition of Instru
staff of the Individualized Learning Center, same of whom
To funl our program for the 1976-1977 year,'we hAd to have
departmental budget. Cost conscious adminstrators exerted great pressure on our''
Department to stay within our former budget. We have taken the position that,a
writing program, like college chemistry and biology, is more expensive to teach than
philosophy .and history courses; and at present, the development of first-class
reading and writing programs should be a number one priority for all colleges and
universities. The sputnikithreat that gained attention and support for scientific
disciplines two%decades ago has served its-purpose. The threat of nationWide

-.illiteracy has gained the attention of many but has yet to,produce the necessary
,Zinancial support.

.0 English Department,Faculty's Response to Individualized instrUction

AlthoughlOany'individuals in our Department_have respciaded enthusias ally-

to the individdializedProgram, some teachers haye not supported our Program fram the
outset. A few hieve-not been able to accept the w role of the Instructor. Some

professors wi,l1 always be uncomfortable wiffitrut a lectur -platform, a chalk board, '

acid a large number of students who will respond enthusiaa cally to their remembransek
of things past. The instructor.in the individualized piogm is not in the spotlig
theiginstructor's role is to assist individuals in thei overy of the Skills
neeftd to communicate thoughts clearly and accurately.

ional Asaistants to the
e paid an hotirly-wage.

15% increase in the
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Somt faculiy members have also objected to our standard critgria or grading.

Their position is that they, as "professionals," have the right to determine
students' grades in Oleir own way in their own courses. Yet s;iAdepts tn th se

courses, like Alice in the Caucus-Race, sometimes are never quite sure wherk the
"race"' begins or ends, or how Elle winnera are determined. More often than not, as
Alice was told by the Dodo bird,- everyone wins, "and all must haye prizes." te
believe.that studerits should be,aware of the standard4 by which course assignMents
.are to be efililluated. Eguity also demands that all students in the course be eval-
uated,atcording to the same criteria. 'A faculty-has no; only rights,but also
responsibilities. Teachers must provide studentd with _clearly defined objectives
and grading stailaards. The dhys of "doing your own thing" are past. Teachers' of

- writing must- either accept the reality that we are accountable for what we teach
and the effectiveness of.our teaching or become, like Alice's Dodo bird, anachronisms
living.ima world of dreams.

"OW

Individualized instruction is not a panacea. We have not created an academic
nirvana; we continually encounterproblems and frustrations. The problems, hoWever,
are often administrative in nature rather than the result of inadequacies in the
program and its design. A composition praaAican no longer be the testing ground
for graduate assistants or the,domain ot fringe elements of-departments of English.
Wehave learned that an.individualized program suth as ours requires villing
cooperation and total comMittmedt from all areas' withinthe English Department. Yet

position programs-can no longer be the scile.riesponsibility of the departments of'
En ish. Such programs require not encouraging platitudes but financial committbent
froi all areas of administration. Current attention, in the popular and° profesainpal

. med a, to the reali;y that V.Johnny Can't Write" has forced administrators to
recognize that a problem exists. And aldng with this recognition must come an
acceptance-of the fi jiancial responsibilit orsolving the problem.
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